DAY WISE ITINERARY
DAY 1: IN – Antananarivo
Arrive in Antananarivo
Meet at the airport then transfer to Pavillon de l’Emyrne Hotel.
Overnight at the hotel
DAY 2: Antananarivo – Morondava

Breakfast
Transfer to the airport.
Leave Antananarivo
Arrive in Morondava.
Meet at the airport and transfer to Palissandre Cote Ouest hotel.
Dinner and overnight at the hotel

Morondava is a city located in Menabe Region, of which it is the capital. It is located in the delta of the
Morandava River The city is famous amongst other things for the spectacular Avenue of Baobabs
nearby at 20. These giant baobab trees are an 800 year-old legacy of the dense tropical forests that
once throve here. Over the years, as the country's population grew, the forests were steadily cut down,
leaving only the baobab trees, which the locals preserved for religious reasons.
DAY 3 : Morondava – Bekopaka
Breakfast
Drive to Bekopaka (200km/ 9hrs).
Dinner and overnight at Soleil des Tsingy Hotel

Bekopaka is a town and commune (Malagasy: kaominina) in western Madagascar. It belongs to the
district of Antsalova, which is a part of Melaky RegionǏ. The population of the commune was estimated
to be approximately 9,000 in 2001 .The most important crop is rice, while other important products
are bananas, maize and cassava.
DAY 4 : Bekopaka
Breakfast
Full day visit to Great Tsingy
Dinner and overnight at Soleil des Tsingy Hotel

The Tsingy of Bemaraha are the famous karstic rocks in form of picks reaching sometimes more than
60 metres high and which appear in the UNESCO World Heritage List. The National Park of Bemaraha
from where the Tsingy emerge encloses 85% of the endemic plants of Madagascar and many species of

birds, lemurs, crocodiles and many other animals like the fosa (the famous endemic malagasian
carnivore).
DAY 5 : Bekopaka
Breakfast
Visit to Small Tsingy and canoe excursion along the Manambolo River.
Dinner and overnight at Soleil des Tsingy Hotel

The small Tsingy are located in the village of Bekopaka. Walks in small Tsingy usually pass within 20
meters of the ground. Visitors discover narrow corridors passing without transition from a more
humid forest to natural caves.The biosphere reigns supreme here. The small circuits stop at the
sanctuary of the 53 species of birds listed in this restricted part of the Bemaraha park. The six species
of lemurs present are among the rarest in Madagascar. Unusual reptiles such as the tiny Brookesia
Perarmata chameleon are the other icons of the visit.
The descent on Manambolo river of Belo on the Tsiribihina is for those who want to experiment the
thrill of canoeing, admire an uncivilized forest, cross the canyon and appreciate the view of a
marvelous waterfall. All this while discovering the traditions and customs of the region.
DAY 6: Bekopaka – Morondava
Breakfast
Drive back to Morondava (200km/ 9hrs)
Stop at the Alley of Baobabs to admire the sunset.
Dinner and overnight at Palissandre Cote Ouest hotel

The Baobab Alley: Madagascar counts no less than seven different species of Baobab against only one
for whole Africa. The Baobab Alley which is dominated by majestic ranges of Adansonia grandidieri,
one of the existing species, is situated at the beginning of the Belo route on Tsiribihina. These ‘roots of
heaven’ offer an out of this world view, especially at sunset
DAY 7: Morondava – Antananarivo
Breakfast
Transfer to the airport.
Leave Morondava
Arrive in Antananarivo.
Meet at the airport and transfer to Pavillon de l’Emyrne hotel.
Afternoon city sightseeing and visit to a handcraft market.
Overnight at the hotel

Antananarivo or the City of a Thousand founded in 1610 is the economic and political capital of
Madagascar and also the Region of Analamanga, located in the heart of the island, with an average
altitude of 1250 m. City quite concentrated and very cosmopolitan, its population is estimated at 2.3
million inhabitants. The city tour will allow visitors to appreciate its daily and craft markets, the
architecture of the city with its 3 levels including the old town where there are Christian buildings

from the 1800s and historical monuments of Central Imerina: the Palace of the Queen
Manjakamiadana Rova, the former Palace of the Prime Minister of Andafiavaratra the courthouse old
DAY 8: Antananarivo – OUT
Breakfast
Transfer to the airport.
Leave Antananarivo
End of our services.

